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These PDF slides can be found at granneman.com/
downloads/web-dev/Design-Color.pdf 

Text notes, credits, & URLs for this presentation can 
be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide show on 
granneman.com 

» at granneman.com/downloads/web-dev/Design-
Color.txt 
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History



Aristotle’s color theories 
were tremendously 
influential 

Colors sprang from the 
interaction of black & 
white & were influenced by 
the planets



Franciscus Aguilonius illustrated the ancient Greeks’ 
ideas about color in 1613



Franciscus Aguilonius illustrated the ancient Greeks’ 
ideas about color in 1613



Isaac Newton studied color 
in 1666 & made major 
discoveries that are still 
important today…





White light is made up of all the colors in the visible 
spectrum 

Some purples are not included in the visible spectrum 

Primary colors are actually red-blue, green-blue, & 
yellow 

Color can be conceptualized in a circle



Newton’s Color Circle



Newton’s Color Circle



Over the next 250 years, philosophers, poets, & artists 
rejected Newton’s theories 

Pre-eminent among them were Goethe, Schopenhauer,  
Castel, Schiffermüller, Harris, & Itten 

Their teachings dominated the art world then & today



Goethe, 1809 Itten, 1961



Why did they reject Newton?  

They liked the ideas of classical philosophy & preferred 
Aristotle’s model because it was more aesthetically 
pleasing



Philosophical color systems & theories have never been 
very useful for practical color mixing 

Artists have always mixed colors from much larger 
palettes









During the 20th century 
we… 

» vastly increased our 
understanding of color 

» devised extremely 
effective methods to 
reproduce every color we 
can see





Basic 
Terminology



Hue 

The quality that 
differentiates one color 
from another on the 
spectrum 

Hue is communicated by 
color names (green) or by 
degrees on a color circle 
(90º)



Saturation 

A range from pure color to 
a duller color 

Adding gray, black, or 
white to a color reduces 
saturation, making it more 
dull & muted



Lightness 

A range from black to 
white 

Full saturation can only be 
achieved at 50% lightness 

Typically used in video 
imaging



Value or Brightness 

A range from darkness to 
full intensity (whatever 
that intensity is) 

Typically used in video 
imaging



ESA/Hubble

Intensity: How much light is being projected or reflected 
from a source

Typically used in physics



Luminance 

Perception of relative 
brightness between colors 

Assume yellow & blue are 
at the same saturation & 
brightness—yellow will 
seem lighter 

Typically used in video 
imaging



Tone: a color mixed with gray, black, or white 

Tint: a color mixed with white 

Shade: a color mixed with black 

Typically used by painters





Color geometry 

Arrangement of colors to help conceptualize their 
interactions & relationships with one another 

Primary colors 

Anchor colors that define a specific color geometry



Mixing light

Mixing pigments

Artistic discussion

Color vision & psychology



Art



Color Wheel



Color wheel 

Model for visualizing relationships between colors in a 
chart 

Artists refer specifically the RYB geometry model when 
they say “color wheel”



Mixing light

Mixing pigments

Artistic discussion

Color vision & psychology





Artistic color wheel 

You were probably taught 
this in kindergarten 

In art, colors are 
designated by names



yellowblue

redPrimary



orange

green

violet

Secondary



red-orange

yellow-orange

yellow-greenblue-green

blue-violet

red-violet
Tertiary



Functional color names came from pigments used to 
create them or analogous marketing terms



Alizarin Crimson 
Antimony 
Vermilion 
Antwerp Blue 
Azurite 
Barium Yellow 
Bismuth White 
Bremen Blue 
Burnt Carmine 
Burnt Sienna 
Burnt Umber 
Cadmium Orange 
Cadmium Red 
Cadmium Yellow 

Carbon Black 
Carmine 
Celadon Green 
Cerulean Blue 
Cinnabar 
Cobalt Blue 
Cobalt Yellow 
Cornflower Blue 
Egyptian Green 
Emerald Green 
Indigo 
Kibeni Orange 
Lead White 
Manganese Violet 

Morin 
Naples Yellow 
Payne’s Grey 
Prussian Blue 
Realgar 
Raw Sienna 
Raw Umber 
Red Ochre 
Safflower 
Saffron 
Saxon Blue 
Titanium White 
Tyrian Purple 
Ultramarine









Color Harmony



Schemes are basic arrangements for discussing 
harmonious & effective color combinations 

Basically, design patterns for color



Created by Beth Mathews





#03ABEB #1B346D #F54C1A #E6C49F #C4CFD0





#85D5E4 #F4B6BD #9D974A #CDC18C #FBD87C



6 classic color schemes 

» Monochromatic 
» Analogous 
» Complementary 
» Split Complementary 
» Triadic 
» Tetradic



Take with a 
few 
grains 
of 
salt



Monochromatic



Single base color + any number of tints & shades 

Good for moods 

Sometimes hard to highlight the most important 
elements





1964



1960



1971





Achromatic 

“Without color” 

A set of colors consisting solely of black, white, & 
shades of gray



1962

Bill Evans & Jim Hall’s 
Undercurrent



Ansel Adams’ The Tetons 
and Snake River, Grand 

Teton National Park, 
Wyoming, 1942





Diane Arbus’ Identical 
Twins, Roselle, New 
Jersey, 1967





Analogous



Colors adjacent to one another on the color wheel 

1 is dominant & others enrich it





1958



1959



1960

Frank Sinatra



1961



1965



Vincent van 
Gogh’s Still Life: 
Vase with Irises, 
1890







Complementary



Colors located opposite each other on the color wheel 

Be careful & avoid simultaneous contrast when each 
color makes the other appear more vibrant & dominant 

Make 1 color dominant & use other for accents 

Best to use warm & cool





1955

Lionel Hampton & 
Stan Getz



1960



Pablo Picasso’s The Old 
Guitarist, 1903–04



Georgia O’Keeffe’s 
Heliconia, Crab’s Claw 
Ginger, 1939





Split Complementary



Color + 2 colors adjacent to its complementary 

High contrast without strong tension





2013



Claude Monet’s Regattas at Argenteuil, c. 1872





Triadic



3 colors equally spaced around the color wheel 

Strong contrast while retaining balance & harmony





1961



Tetradic



AKA Double Complementary 

4 colors arranged into 2 complementary color pairs 

Richest of all schemes but choose 1 color to be 
dominant or it may look unbalanced







Vincent van Gogh’s 
Terrace of the café on the 
Place du Forum in Arles in 
the evening, 1888



Custom



A simple trick to create a nice custom color palette: add 
a bright accent color into an otherwise neutral palette









But…



Schemes by themselves are not harmonious 

Harmony is dependent upon composition & context





#263C8B #4E74A6 #BDBF78 #BFA524 #2E231F





#514264 #527E8E #8D80A7 #989A55 #255C3F





#593202 #47421D #346C36 #A1700F #F2C641





#4D7186 #284253 #E0542E #F4A720 #EF8C12



Modern Color 
Reproduction



Color model 

A mathematical model for representing colors as 
groups of numbers, typically as three or four values, 
each representing a color component 

Used with RGB & CMY only



Descriptor Value

Keywords magenta

RGB 6-character hexadecimal #FF0033

RGB 3-character hexadecimal #F03

RGB functional notation (integer) rgb(255,0,51)

RGB functional notation (%) rgb(100%,0%,20%)

Red, Green, Blue, Alpha rgba(255,0,51,0.7)

Hue, Saturation, Lightness hsl(348,100%,50%)

Hue, Saturation,Lightness, Alpha hsla(348,100%,50%,0.7)



RGB



Mixing light

Mixing pigments

Artistic discussion

Color vision & psychology



RGB color model combines 
red, green, & blue light to 
produce a wide range of 
colors 

RGB are the lowest points 
of luminance in this color 
geometry



Mixing RGB colors of light 
equally produces white



Additive color 

Adding light to darkness; 
e.g., a monitor emitting 
light or a movie screen 
reflecting light 

When primary colors are 
combined, the result is 
more luminous (which 
appears lighter)



RGB color model can be visualized as a variety of 3D 
spaces 

The three dimensions are used to depict hue, 
saturation, & lightness



The simplest color space to 
to comprehend is a cube 

Very computationally 
efficient 

The problem is that the 
result of combining RGB 
values is difficult to 
visualize









HSL transformation of the RGB cube is more intuitive 
& perceptually relevant than the RGB cube alone 

Computationally efficient 

Transforms the cube into a “double hexcone” cylinder 

Lacks perceptual uniformity









So what’s the problem? 

Changes in distance (numerical values) don’t match 
perceived changes in hue, saturation, & lightness



HSL equal hue change



HSL equal saturation



HSL equal lightness



The answer? Mapping human perception by using 
color appearance models, which seek uniformity by 
mapping human perception 

» 1931: CIE 
» 1976: CIE LAB 
» 1976: CIE LUV (CIE Lch) 
» 1980s–1995: Hunt model 
» 1997: CIECAM97s 
» 2002: CIECAM02 
» 2012: HUSL ➝ HSLuv



CIE Color Chart 

Developed in 1931 to show 
full range of color humans 
can perceive & relationship 
between those perceptions



If you know CSS, you can 
only use HSL, not HSLuv!



HUSL equal hue change



HUSL equal saturation



HUSL equal lightness



Gamut 

The full range of colors 
that a particular 
implementation of a color 
model can reproduce



CMY



Mixing light

Mixing pigments

Artistic discussion

Color vision & psychology



CMY color model 
combines cyan, magenta, 
& yellow pigments* like 
paints, inks, & dyes to 
produce a wide range of 
colors 

CMY are the highest points 
of luminance in this color 
geometry

* Not lights — that’s RGB!



Mixing CMY pigment 
colors equally produces 
black 

Results in the widest 
gamut possible when 
mixing 3 pigments



Subtractive color 

Removing colors from 
white light; e.g., pigments 
absorb (remove or 
subtract) some colors & 
reflect others 

When primary colors are 
combined, the result is less 
luminous (which appears 
darker)



Why CMYK? 

CMY has a limited gamut & since pigments don’t 
absorb light perfectly, additional colors are needed to 
produce a wider range of colors 

Black (or Key, hence the K) ink is always used for this 
purpose 

Green & orange ink are also commonly used as 
additional spot colors



Computers & screens always combine light & cannot 
remove light 

Computers & screens therefore always use the RGB 
(additive) model



Perceiving 
Color



Mixing light

Mixing pigments

Artistic discussion

Color vision & psychology





The Visible Spectrum 
(aka The Physics)



One of Newton’s 4 discoveries: humans can see only 
certain wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
which we perceive as colors



However, our brains perceive extraspectral colors that 
are not included in the visible spectrum



This is not accurate 
— see the next slide



This is a much truer representation of the visible 
spectrum



If we wrap the 
visible 
spectrum into 
a circle, what 
color is 
missing?



The brain 
creates the color 
magenta when 
it receives a 
mixture of red 
& blue light



How We See Colors



Theory



The opponent process: two color signals are sent to the 
brain so it can process & determine hue 

One signal sent to the brain is either yellow or blue 

The other signal sent to the brain is red or green



The visual 
cortex processes  
blue/yellow & 
red/green 
signals into all 
hues



Biology



We see by sensing light 

In the eye, rods & cones are the cells that sense light



Cones (~4.5 million in the retina) allow us to perceive 
color 

Rods (~92 million in the retina)  

» Have little role in color vision 
» Much smaller than rods so more tightly packed 
» Primarily responsible for perceiving fine detail & 

contrast (amount of light) 
» Almost entirely responsible for night vision





3 cones, each responding to visible light 

» L (long λ): most strongly to the “red” end 
» M (medium λ): most strongly to the “green” range 
» S (short λ): only to the “blue” end





No one cone can detect a particular color 

For example, an L cone responds equally to… 
» a small amount of yellow (570 nm) light, or 
» double that amount of green (510 nm) light



Our eyes produce color signals by comparing how the 
L, M, & S cones respond to light 

For example, when we see 580 nm light… 

» L cone response is high 
» M cone response is moderate 
» S cone response is nil 

Resulting in a yellow color signal sent to the brain









Dogs have just 2 
photoreceptors: 
green & blue



Birds are tetrachromatic, 
with 4 photoreceptors, 
including 1 for detecting 
ultraviolet (UV) light



Goldfish are also tetrachromatic 
& can detect UV light!



Octopuses can detect polarized light, & 
may be able to see colors even though 

they have only 1 photoreceptor



Mantis shrimp have 12–16 individual photoreceptors 
& can detect visible, UV, and polarized light!



Mantis shrimp have 12–16 individual photoreceptors 
& can detect visible, UV, and polarized light!



Color Blindness



Color blindness is a complex, nuanced condition, not a 
black & white absolute 

It’s not “I can’t see red at all & instead see gray!” 

Instead it’s “I have trouble telling the difference 
between some greens & some reds”



Normal

Protanopia

No

Re

Deuteranopia 

No M cone 

Green-blind

Tritanopia

No

Blu









Color blindness is on a continuum: some people are 
heavily affected, some are barely affected, & most are in 
between



Type Deficiency Males Females

Protanopia L cone absent 1.3% 0.02%

Deuteranopia M cone absent 1.2% 0.01%

Tritanopia S cone absent 0.001% 0.03%

Total 2.4% 0.03%

Protanomaly L cone deficient 1.3% 0.02%

Deuteranomal
uy

M cone deficient 5% 0.35%

Tritanomaly S cone deficient 0.0001% 0.0001%

Total 6.3% 0.37%



If you’re a designer, avoid red-green color contrast for 
differentiation 

Instead, depend upon lightness contrast & use blue





P



De



T



Test for color blindness



























Mind Games



Psychological 
Primary Colors



Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) classified yellow, blue, 
red, & green as “simple” colors



Ewald Hering (1834–1918) created the 4-primary color 
wheel in 1878



Outer ring shows that every primary color group 
(yellow, blue, red, & green) has a warm & cool side



You can easily divide into warm & cool with Hering’s 4-primary color 
geometry, but with a 3-primary version you can’t really draw a straight line



Opposing colors can’t be part of one another: red & 
green, blue & yellow, black & white



Hering’s wheel is used as the model when testing 
psychological response to color





Color Symbolism





People have been trying to map colors to emotions 
forever 

Colors can definitely be associated with emotions, but 
it’s not simple or cut & dried

















Red



Excitement! 

Passion! 

Drama! 

Blood! 

Romance! 

Sex! 

Magic! 

Love! 

Heat! 

Anger! 

Hate! 

Stop! (traffic lights)



Burgundy & Maroon 

Rich indulgence



Brownish Red 

Autumn harvest



Pink 

Femininity 

Pigs 

Cherry blossoms 

Gay pride 

Panthers & Floyds



Orange



Happiness 

Sunrise & sunset 

Enthusiasm 

Creativity 

Metabolism 

Appetite 

Fire 

Citrus 

Autumn 

Halloween 

Cheetos 

Energy



Doesn’t show up often in nature, so it tends to jump 
out at us when we see it 

» Life jackets 
» Traffic cones 
» Hunting vests (some animals can’t distinguish 

between green & orange, however)



Yellow



Happiness 

Energy 

Sunshine 

Warmth 

Cowardice 

Urine 

Caution 

Canaries 

Eggs 

Sponge Bob Squarepants 

Madness 

Jaundice



Highly visible, so seen on… 

» Busses 
» Taxicabs 
» Caution signs



Green



Nature 

Growth 

Freshness 

Hope 

Wealth 

Stability 

Education 

Luck 

Envy 

Seasickness 

Extraterrestrials 

Go (traffic lights)



Green on Black = Nerds!



Blue



Open 

Intelligence 

Faith 

Calm 

Water 

Sky 

Sadness 

Stability 

Denim 

Cold 

Spirituality 



Most often cited as favorite color 

Safest color to use as a default 

Reduces appetite (not many blue foods in nature!)



Purple



Royalty 

Luxury 

Power 

Wealth 

Extravagance 

Flowers 

Gems 

Wine 

Bravery (Purple Heart) 

Barney 

Tinky Winky 

Prince



White



Perfection 

Light 

Purity 

Weddings 

Clean 

Ghosts 

Smoke 

Baby powder 

Snow 

Milk & cream 

Bones 

Vanilla



Death & mourning in China



Black



Death 

Evil 

Power 

Elegance 

Strength 

Formality 

Solemnity 

Night 

Burned wood 

Space 

Shadows 

Licorice 🤮 

Darth Vader 

Black Panther



People have associated colors with emotions 

Now people set up systems of emotions using the color 
wheel model to illustrate that system



Plutchik’s Wheel of 
Emotions 

8 basic emotions + 8 
derivative emotions, 
each composed of 2 
basic ones 

Plutchik has arranged 
emotions like a color 
wheel, but not mapped 
the colors to emotions





The Feelings Wheel



But…



A big caveat: context matters 

» Color pairings 
» Culture 
» Generations 
» Settings 
» Personal taste & experience



Pairing colors will change perceptions about them





Happy Halloween!





People in different cultures have different associations 
with colors















Generational 

Different generations have different associations with 
colors & designs 

Sometimes these can range over hundreds (or even 
thousands) of years













Queen Anne (Edmund Lilly, 1703) Queen Anne & Prince George (Charles Boit, 1706)





Settings 

The same colors can have different meanings in 
different industries or fields







Personal taste & experience





Chromophobia: 
fear of bright colors



Chromophobia: 
fear of bright colors





“More than anything on this earth, more than 
any being that exists, [Komodo dragons] are the 
creatures that represent evil. … If it were up to 
me, I would just go to that island and … shoot 
the sons of bitches.” —Billy Bob Thornton



Illusion



2 things affect optical illusions 

» Cognition: Your brain incorrectly interprets input 
from your eyes 

» Physiology: Your brain gets bad input because your 
eyes send false signals



Motion











Animation is an illusion of motion that occurs when 
you see multiple images shown rapidly one after the 
other



Beta movement: series of static images presented at > 
10–12 frames per second appear to be in motion 

Phi phenomenon: your brain fills in blanks when it sees 
lights going off & on at constant intervals



Beta movement in action



Beta movement in action



Stare at the +  
in the center

The lilac chaser





Peripheral drift is “generated by the presentation of a 
sawtooth luminance grating in the visual periphery”







Perspective



Ewald Hering Illusion









Color



Color constancy is the perception of color as constant 
even though our sensation of the color changes due to 
lighting 

For example, we don’t think of a person as changing 
colors when they move from sunlight into shade  

However, the color of the light reflected from their skin 
has changed!







A =  = #787878 

B =  = #787878







Color comparison









Blue & green are the same color





Others



Blind spot illusion





Tools



















































Final 
Thoughts



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

jans@websanity.com 
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Changelog 

2021-08-03 2.8: Updated theme to Granneman 1.7; 
fixed minor formatting issues; added 2 optical illusion 
videos 

2020-07-26 2.7: Updated screenshot of Color Oracle 
home page; added screenshots of WUSTL’s webpage 
taken using Color Oracle; added URL for The Dress; 
added animals under Biology



Changelog 

2019-08-17 2.6: Added many jazz album covers to 
illustrate Color Harmony 

2019-08-14 2.5: Added more optical illusions & re-
ordered them; better diagrams & charts in Color 
Blindness; changed title to Grand Unified (Color) 
Theory; added diagram showing how multiple 
wavelengths can produce 1 color; completely updated 
all of Tools



Changelog 

2019-07-10 2.4: Fixed hue illustration; combined 
intensity slides; changed Basic Concepts to Basic 
Terminology; cleaned up tints, tones, & shades & 
primary colors; re-did color geometries illustrations; all 
hex values now use lining numbers instead of old style; 
changed Color Models to Modern Color Reproduction; 
changed Color Vision to Perceiving Color; rearranged 
The Visible Spectrum; minor wording fixes everywhere



Changelog 

2018-10-24 2.3: Fixed screenshot of HSLuv; added HSL 
Color Picker 

2017-08-05 2.2: Added more color examples under 
Color Harmony; added color names under Color Wheel;  
labeled Color Blindness examples; added Adobe 
Capture & hid Adobe Kuler; fixed Nazi flag; updated 
theme to Granneman 1.5; fixed formatting errors



Changelog 

2016-10-12 2.1: Added Sim Daltonism to Color Blindness; 
fixed missing font on slides about red in Pairing Colors; 
added Plutchik & more to Color Symbolism; switched 
theme to Granneman 1.2; fixed formatting 

2015-06-24 2.0: Completely re-did the whole thing! 

2014-08-10 1.1: Changed to new theme 

2013-11-04 1.0: Final refinements
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